Supplementary Information
A fragmenting protocol with explicit hydration for calculation of binding enthalpies of targetligand complexes at a quantum mechanical level István Horváth, Norbert Jeszenői, Mónika Bálint, Gábor Paragi, Csaba Hetényi* Ligand chain identifier(s) as indicated in the PDB file Ligand charge* Net charge of the ligand. By default, 0 is set. Target-ligand distance limit (dTL) Maximal distance between the closest heavy atoms of target and ligand (solute) molecules (Å) Water-solute distance limit (dW) Maximal distance between the closest heavy atoms of water and solutes (target and ligand) (Å) Inter-residual distance (n)
Parameter n determines the length of the peptide fragments. If n > 0, then n connecting amino acid residues are added to the fragment molecule. If n = 0 only amino acids with dcls≤dTL are added to the fragment chain, where dcls is the shortest distance between (the closest) heavy atoms of the partners. If n = 1, the sequential first neighbours are also attached to the terminus (termini) of the fragment chain, even if the attached amino acids have a dcls>dTL, etc. Restraint C-alpha atoms, backbone atoms, heavy atoms can be restrained separately Mopac key words* Key words of Mopac including parameterization are copied into the first line of the generated Mopac input file. By default, the following key words are set: PM7 PREC GRAD EF EPS=78.3 GNORM=1 MMOK GEO-OK DUMP=30M T=4W LET CYCLES=1000000000 MOZYME 49 *Optional.
Supplementary Table 2 The effect of inter-residual topological distance (n) on the selection of target amino acids*
S172 S172 S172 S172 S172 S172
D176 S177 S177 S177 S177 S177 S177 S177
S192 S192 S192 S192 S192 S192 W193  W193  W193  W193  W193  W193  W193  G194 G194 G194 G194 G194 G194 G194 S195 S195 S195 S195 S195 S195 S195 G196  G196  G196  G196  G196  G196  G196  C197  C197  C197  C197  C197  C197  C197  A198  A198  A198  A198  A198  A198  A198  Q199  Q199  Q199  Q199  Q199  Q199  K200  K200  K200  K200  K200  N201  N201  N201  N201  N201  N201  K202  K202  K202  K202  K202  K202  K202  P203  P203  P203  P203  P203  P203  P203  G204  G204  G204  G204  G204  G204  G204  V205  V205  V205  V205  V205  V205  V205  Y206  Y206  Y206  Y206  Y206  Y206  T207  T207  T207  T207  T207  K208  K208  K208  K208  V209  V209  V209  C210 C210 *Amino acid residues are listed for System 3PTB_ben, dTL= 5 Å, n = 0…5.
Increasing the value of the inter-residual topological distance (n), increases the length of the continuous fragment chains extracted from the original chain. We found that n=0 was appropriate for our calculations. High n values would obviously result in long QM calculation times. Supplementary Table 5 Linear regressions re-calculated without 2ke1
Supplementary
Per-system residuals () and statistical parameters of linear regressions obtained with different water models a Unit: kcalmol -1 . b Linear regression with β=0 (last column). and β≠0 (other columns). c Leave-one-out cross-validated coefficient of determination.
Detailed results for three models 
